Under University of Alberta Patent Policy, which by definition includes graduate students, patentable inventions resulting from research belongs to the Inventor subject to a University proprietary interest. More than one person may be involved in making an invention in the case of collaborative or team research. Clause 10 of the Patent Policy deals with this situation.

The graduate student is the sole owner of his/her thesis copyright. Publication of graduate student thesis research results, which have been funded by external agencies, will not normally be delayed. In exceptional circumstances the University may in its sole discretion, accept delays requested by the sponsoring agency. It is the understanding that the student's degree will not be delayed by the desire to keep research results confidential. A request to delay publication of the thesis must follow the Faculty of Graduate Studies and Research Council policy as outlined in Section 8 of the Graduate Program Manual.

The signatories to this Agreement acknowledge their adherence to all University of Alberta policies including the conflict of interest guidelines available at the Research Policies and Services web site www.ualberta.ca/~univhall/vp/vprea/ under Research Conduct Policies. The sponsoring organization also agrees to a commitment to support the publication of research results in open literature, recognizing NSERC’s policy that a maximum delay of six months is permitted when submitting papers for publication.

**NSERC Industrial Postgraduate Scholarship**

The advanced training of this student will help the host company innovate and develop new products, services and technology, which will in turn benefit the Canadian economy.

**Note: Industry Matching Funds**

The NSERC Industrial Postgraduate Scholarship program requires a matching component of a minimum of $6,000 per year for each award from an Industrial sponsor to be paid to the University of Alberta. The industrial sponsor agrees to commit $6,000 for each year the student holds the Industrial Postgraduate Scholarship. The student agrees to spend 20 percent of the time at the company each year.

In the event that a student withdraws from the program, is required to withdraw, changes registration status or discontinues research at the industrial sponsor prior to conclusion of the scholarship, the industrial sponsor agrees to pay partial value calculated up to the point of termination.

These regulations are based on the agreement of commitment of funding by NSERC and the collaborating industrial sponsor and the regulations governing graduate awards outlined in the NSERC Award Holder's Guide for IPS available at www.nserc.ca.

Name of Student:

Signature of Student: ____________________________ Date:

Name of Student's Supervisor:

Signature of Student's Supervisor*: ____________________________ Date:

Name of Department Chair:

Signature of Department Chair: ____________________________ Date:

Name of Sponsoring Agency:

Signature for Sponsoring Agency**: ____________________________ Date:

* It is the responsibility of the supervisor to inform the student at the outset of the thesis project of the University's policy on public access to thesis results.

**To be signed by the sponsoring agency in the case of externally funded research.